
Composite, Entrance
and Residential Doors

Opening Opportunities



Window Fitters Mate

Your complete solution for Composite, Entrance and Residential Doors

As a completely independent
company, Window Fitters Mate
has the freedom to work with the
best brands in the door market.
This includes well-known names
such as Halo, Rehau and Duraflex.
These close relationships with the
key players in the industry give us
a breadth of range and depth of
quality unrivalled in the UK. 

With over a decade of door supply
experience we also offer an
extremely extensive range of
glazing, panels and locks. 

These are all from the highest
quality manufacturers.

Alongside the benefits of our
substantial purchasing power,
WFM branches also provide 
you with instant access to
everything you need for
installation – from trims and
screws to glues and mastic. 

All our doors are bespoke and,
because of our infrastructure and
strong buying position within the
industry, we offer a fast and
efficient service.
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Making the difference
By choosing Window Fitters Mate you
benefit from our unbeatable service
and support combined with our
knowledge and expertise – all there to
help you make the right choices.

You can always rely on us to provide a
truly one-stop-shop with:

• Excellent customer service 

• Consistent and flexible lead times 

• Responsive after sales service

• Fast and convenient ordering

• Expert product advice and technical
support 

• Business and marketing support
teams to help grow your business

• A national distribution network
giving you local choice

Secured By Design* 
This UK Police flagship initiative is
about reducing burglary and crime in
the UK. By combining minimum
standards of physical security with
well-tested principles of natural
surveillance and defensible space, its
objective is to 'design out crime'. 
The scheme promotes the use of
security standards for a wide range of
applications and products and
achieves a reduction of crime risk 
by up to 75% on homes and
commercial premises.

*On selected ranges
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Composite Doors
Choose WFM for Composite Doors because…

… our composite doors are used throughout the construction industry in
all types of buildings and replicate the look and feel of traditional timber.

Opening opportunities
Our composite doors are secure,
hardwearing and thermally
efficient.  They are ideal for front
and rear, communal entrance, shed
and double doors - fire doors are
also available. A wide range of
styles includes solid doors, semi
and fully glazed options.  For long
lasting colour and extra durability,
choose Colourfusion or FlushGlaze.

Complete protection
from the elements 
and intruders
Composite doors are increasingly
in demand due to their thermal

foam core and improved security.
Research shows that they provide
the best insulation, maximizing
energy efficiency and the Secured
by Design feature can potentially
reduce burglary by 50% and
criminal damage by 25%.

They also come with a range of
benefits that makes them a real
alternative to other materials,
including:

• Secured By Design*

• 10-year surface guarantee*

• BBA approved*

• Multi-point locking system for
improved security
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The WFM 
Composite range:

Entrance Doors

Back Doors

Fire Doors

     

• ERA & Yale electronic handle
sets available

• Fire doors available 
(30-minute fire rated)

• Superior heat insulation

• Complete weather seal,
eliminating draughts and 
heat loss

• Glazing options

• Guaranteed not to warp, 
twist or flake

• Premier – PAS 23/24 standards
for enhanced security

* Subject to range

Solid Doors 
With a 48mm thick non-foam solid
core, these are one of the most
impenetrable doors in the 
market today.

• Moulded and richly grained surface
imitates the look and feel of timber

• Solid engineered timber core and
structure

• Available in a range of colours and
wood grains with white and wood
grain frames

• Fitted with Anti-Bump, Anti-Snap,
Drill Resistant, Saw Resistant, 
Anti-Pick high security cylinder 
door locks

• Guaranteed not to warp, 
twist or flake

• BBA approved

• Secured by Design

• High performance outer frame –
70mm lead free and reinforced with
thermally efficient recycled plastic

• Virtually zero maintenance

Composite Doors 
The Ultimate Composite Door
collection combines style, colour and
security while adhering to all the latest
building regulations.  All the
components, including the frame,
provide a complete weather seal - 
they do not swell or expand in hot and
cold weather, so they won’t change
with heat over time and you won’t
experience any draughts. 

• Huge range of door styles, colours,
cassettes and glazing options

• Secured by Design*

• Comprehensive 10-year guarantee
on door and hardware

• 30-minute fire doors available

• A range of the best multi-point 
door locks

• Suited to stainless steel furniture

• Low wheelchair-friendly thresholds

• Eco friendly

• Easy to re-glaze, repair and maintain

• High insulation foam core

• Strong-through-colour GRP facing

• Triple weather-sealed

• Thermally efficient

• U-values in accordance with 
BS EN ISO 1077 – 1:2000

• Aluminium reinforced

3 reasons to go
Composite
1 - 67% of all burglars try to 

enter through a door.

2 - Up to 15% of heat lost in a 
home is through ill-fitting 
external doors.

3 - A range of traditional door 
styles to suit most tastes.

Composite Doors
ancillaries: 
• 7 Colours, 17 Glazing

Configurations & 22 Glass Ranges

• ERA and Yale electronic handle 
sets available

• A choice of three lock types, with
12-months’ warranty

• ERA Vectis Plus multi-point 
door lock

• ERA MPL

• Winkhaus AV2 Multipoint Autolock

*On selected ranges
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Panel Doors
Choose WFM for Panel Doors because…

… our door panels are flame retardant made from high quality PVCu which
achieves a Class 1 rating for surface spread of flame, plus extensive door
style combinations and matching side panels.

Opening opportunities 
Our panel door ranges are carefully
designed to compliment and
enhance your projects, and will
maintain their good looks for many
years to come.

The range features a
comprehensive selection of
moulded door panel designs
combining with a range of

decorative glass that is both
innovative and classically stylish
which you will find both practical
and aesthetically pleasing. 
This choice incorporates acrylic
liquid lead, traditional hand-crafted
lead, genuine glass bevels and the
latest Crystal Resin technology,
with extensive door style
combinations available all with
matching side panels.
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The WFM range:

Panel Doors

Side Panels

Fusion 
Coloured glass tiles, bring the 
stained glass look right up to date 
with a modern twist.

Bevelled Glass 
Authentic antique lead and bevelled
glass designs will compliment any style
of home. We offer an option of
Bevelled Glass and Resin design.

Inverted Mouldings 
Our inverted mouldings give you all 
the style and elegance of a timber 
style door.

Decorative Glass 
Bring individuality to your home with
our wide range of decorative glass
designs, styles and colours. 

Sandblasted 
Elegant and tasteful solution to suit
any home, from a Georgian town
house to a modern flat.

Standard Glass 
A choice of Georgian bars,
diamonds or square leadwork are a
popular choice.

Panel Doors 
Our products are subject to rigorous
performance testing to ensure our
consistent high quality standards are
maintained and your assurance is
guaranteed by a full ten-year warranty.
With UV stability our door panels
ensure that the colour will be
maintained despite exposure to the
severest weather conditions and a
high-density core material provides
excellent thermal and acoustic values.

All glazing complies with current
building regulation requirements and
includes toughened safety glass as
standard. An obscure glass may be
specified with all designs, which
provide a level of obscurity within their
individual design. 

All door panels are available in a
choice of White or foiled finishes
including Mahogany, Light Oak or
Rosewood matched to your profile. 
On our foiled finishes the grain runs
vertically on doors and side panels.
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Entrance Doors and Back Doors
Choose WFM for entrance and back doors because…

… style and function form the basis of our wide range of PVCu, timber,
aluminium and composite entrance and back doors.

Opening opportunities
Select inward and outward styles
in a range of finishes, colours
and glazing options – all energy
efficient, extremely durable and
with a superb finish.

Our entire range is compatible
with leading types of hardware,
door furniture and glazing styles. 

Low threshold options for 
Part M compliance are also
available.
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The WFM range:

PVCu doors

Timber doors

Aluminium doors

PVCu doors
• Secured By Design

• Built to last with a superb finish

• Maintenance free

• Reduce noise levels 

• Energy efficient

• Safe and secure

• Accommodate the latest high
performance handles, hinges and
locking mechanisms

• Glazing options available

    
       

R

* On selected ranges

** Subject to range

Timber doors
• Secured By Design*

• Steel reinforcing for increased
strength and security

• Energy efficient

• Weather performance meets
British/European standards 

Aluminium doors
• Secured By Design*

• 20-year guarantee**

• Thermally efficient

• Slim sight lines

• Solid, strong and secure

• Resistant to the elements 

• Hard surface resists denting

• Glazing options
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Residential Doors
Choose WFM for Residential Doors because…

… our high performance range of residential doors includes Patio, French,
Sliding, Bifold and Multifold options.

Opening opportunities

The products we supply combine
aesthetic appeal with increased
security and weather resistance. 

Choose from our comprehensive
choice of PVCu Patio Doors (both
in-line and tilt & slide) and French
Doors with both panel and glazing
designs, including decorative and
privacy glass.

• Open-in and open-out options

• Low level aluminium threshold 

• Wheelchair access threshold
option (Part M compliant)

• Tested to PAS 023/024

• Compatible with a wide range of
hardware and door furniture

You can also benefit from our
superb range of Bi-Fold doors.
Design options range from 3-fold
doors up to a 6-door folding
system for a great alternative to in-
line Patio or French doors.
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The WFM range:

Patio / Tilt & Slide

French

Bifold

Patio / Tilt & Slide Doors
Our wide range of Patio doors allows
natural light into any home, bringing
the outside in. Suitable for
conservatories** & porches the range
provides the highest standards of
aesthetic appearance, durability, and
security by incorporating the latest
standards in hardware design.

• 2, 3 and 4 pane options, single or
double opening

• High security: anti-jacking system, 
4 point hooklock and 1 piece keep

• Reinforced low maintenance 
PVCu frames

• Excellent weather protection &
heat conservation

• Slim stepped 70mm outerframe for
minimal plaster cutback*

• Multi-chambered profile for greater
thermal insulation*

• Low-line gaskets extruded to sash
frame for larger visible glass area

• Stainless steel easy glide track
system*

• Concealed drainage and double
wool piling for improved draught
proofing

• Handles available - gold, chrome,
white & black

• Internal slider as standard - 
external optional

• Night vent facility available

• Available with Featured or
Chamfered bead*

• Accepts full range of safety glazing

* Subject to manufacturer

** Subject to structural load bearing checks

     

R
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French Doors 
French doors are an attractive,
practical way to let in more light and
allow easy access to the outside. They
also change the way a room functions
- from warm and cosy in the winter to
light and open in the summer.

Our French doors are:

• Available in traditional timber -
softwood, hardwood and re
engineered 

• Available in virtually maintenance-
free PVCu for noise reduction and
low maintenance

• Double-glazed and fully sealed 

• Tailor-made to suit your project

• Available in a variety of finishes,
styles and colours

• Safe and secure

• Energy efficient

• Low threshold options for Part M
compliance available

R
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Bifold doors  
An elegant creator of space and potential
with precision engineering and high
performance components combine to
deliver doors of matchless quality.  Ideal for
conservatories or extensions leading into
the garden, our range of Bifold doors have
a number of benefits:

• Smooth easy opening

• Door sashes fold back fully to optimize
the opening area

• Suitable alternative to in-line patio or
French doors

• Internally glazed single leg bead

• Chamfered edge feature

• No outer profile required

• Inward opening

• Secured by Design*

• 20-year guarantee**

• Superior thermal efficiency and fully
weather rated by British Standards

• 48-hour manufacturing lead time

• Inward and outward options

• 150 different configurations

• Up to 8 door fold, corner & bay 
options available

• 8 point locking system option

• Glide on 4 wheel trolley mechanism

• Bespoke ‘finger safe’ gasket

• Low maintenance

• Low threshold options for Part M
compliance available

Corner & Bay options   
There are instances where a
conventional door design is perfectly
suitable but in the case that your room
layout is slightly more unusual, we will
have a configuration to suit your room
– whether it be a corner set of doors at
a 90º angle or even a bay set, your
options are virtually limitless. Turn a
dark corner into a feature that floods
the  room with natural light to make
even more of the living space.
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Fire Doors
Choose WFM for Fire Doors because…

… our Fire Doors combine form and function, providing the highest levels of
protection with great looks.

Opening opportunities

WFM’s Fire Doors are available in the
same single door designs as the
standard Endurance door, either as
an ornate glazed door or as a solid
unglazed door.  

Manufactured with the same solid
core, outer skins and 70mm frame as
the standard Endurance door, they
have fire retardant additions that give
the range its 30-minute fire rating.
Tested to BS EN1634-1: 2008, the
Endurance range has withstood more
rigorous testing than is necessary to
achieve a 30-minute fire certificate.
They can also be supplied with the
standard Endurance door threshold
and sill combinations.  

The solid 45mm Kerto “Q” laminated
veneered solid lumber core has been
tested to BS476: part 22 1987,
accredited with BBA00/3717 and
compliant with ISO9001 & ISO2000.

The doors come with a choice of five
different obscure glasses:

• Cotswold

• Everglade

• Flemish

• Stippolite

• Sycamore

Lock and seal 
The sealed units are secured into the
door leaf using concealed galvanized
steel clips to both the internal and
external faces. Intumescent glazing
sealant is then applied before the
glazing cassettes are fitted.

The doors use a Winkhaus AV2 multi
point lock in either a manual version or
the AV2E electronic version. The frame
for either lock is fitted with three
adjustable keeps.

AV2 Manual 
Automatic latching system with hook
bolts to the top and bottom sections,
together with a centre deadbolt 
and latch.
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Accessories and Ancillaries
Choose WFM for ancillaries because…

… we have all the ancillaries you need, from cellular
fixings and cleaners to tools and accessories.

• Mastic

• Fan Lights

• Side Screens

• Knockers

• Letter plates

• Locks and Barrels

• Cellular (architraves, trims,
flatboards, flexi angles)

• Fixings

• Silicones, cleaners and adhesives

• Tools

• Finishing ancillaries

• Access platforms and ladders

• Protection

• Gloves

• Add-ons

• Georgian Bar

• PVCu and Aluminium Low
Thresholds

• Drip Bars

• Square Posts and Bay Poles

• Coupling Mullions

• Fixed Angle Bay Poles

• Jacking Poles and Spreader Plates

• Cills

• Handles in various colours and
finishes

AV2E Electronic 
Automatic latching system with hook
bolts to the top and bottom sections,
together with a centre latch.

Handles 
• Conform to BS7412 clause 4; die

cast alloy to BSEN 12844, steel
parts to BS970 part 1

• Salt spray tested to withstand
480hrs (BS EN 1670: class 5)

• Letter-plates, handles and urn
knockers are available in the
standard colour choices

The visual appeal of this attractive
range will keep your customers happy
and, more importantly, keep them safe.
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For more information or specialist advice
simply ask our team at your local 
Window Fitters Mate branch or check 
out our website at www.wfm.co.uk

We will happily visit you to discuss
individual requirements.

Window Fitters Mate, 
Harding Way, St Ives, 
Cambridgeshire, 
PE27 3YJ

Tel: 0845 0036 825 
Email: marketing@wfm.co.uk

This brochure has been produced by the Marketing

Department for Window Fitters Mate. All rights reserved.

No copying by any means is permitted, except when

permission is given in writing by Window Fitters Mate. This

brochure contains manufacturers' product information that

is reproduced by Window Fitters Mate in good faith, based

on the latest knowledge available at the time of going to

print. Whilst every effort has been made to ensure that the

information is current and correct, as distributors Window

Fitters Mate cannot accept responsibility for the application

and specification data featured. Neither can we accept

responsibility where the manufacturers' instructions have

not been followed. We reserve the right to amend, 

withdraw or substitute these products at any time. 
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